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Necklaces

Mucha Replicate
Necklace

Chain me in Amethyst

Purple Ambrosia Lavender Dichroic
with Bronze Lady
and Amethysts
Amethyst colored dichroic
pendant has bronze and fine
silver goddess lady face.
Sterling chain has large cube
and teardrop amethyst beads
strung with sterling and some
plated chain. 19 in. nhg2039
$99.00

Handmade Earrings.
Brass filigree with multi
drops and bronze wires. e1307
Green paua shell mounted
in gp filigree with crystal,

glass beads and gp wires.
e1303
White mother of pearl with
fresh water pearls and gold
filled beads, plated wires.
e1308
Enameled brass filigree
drops with wooden beads and
brass butterfly on antiqued
silver plated wires. e1306
Amythest drop with silver
plated custom wires. silver
plated wires. e1301
Red drop with red-orange
glass beads and bells. e2122
All lower row: $19.
Upper lft: $19, Mid $29,
Rt. $18
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Amethyst choker. Sterling
silver
links
between
chalcedony and amethyst
Glass pendant featuring beads, amethyst drops and
fused Mucha replica of famous sterling chain dangles. n2008
Job cigarette advertisement $99
from 1890s is strung on choker
with large (12mm) rose quartz
beads and larger rose quartz
teardrops. Gold (over sterling)
vermeil beads and clasp.
n2009 $99

Please see us at
www.hitekgems.net
760-723-6624
gems@hitekdesigns.com

Pendant closeup shows
the Mucha artwork.

Garnets in Flower
Two strand necklace with
dichroic glass flower design
on pendant. natural faceted
and round garnets, sterling
chain, sea opal beads and
sterling dragonfly. Large
nouveau sterling clasp and
bead caps. 18 in. Garnet and
sea opal earring with sterling
chain drops and wires.n2000
$109 Earrings $19

Gypsy Tea Room
Multi strand garnet choker
with garnets, gold seed beads,
plated findings, gold filled
chain and clasp.N2006 $99

Multi strand necklace
features ceramic, poly, glass,
sterling and many handmade
beads on tied waxed cord.
Handmade brass clasp. Many,
many beads. n1916 $79

Moonbreak
A dichroic and fine silver
moon face pendant centers on
a triple strand necklace
complete with crystals, fine
glass pearls and sterling face
beads. Sterling toggle clasp.
Earrings are sterling silver,
glass pearls and sea opal
beads; sterling wires.n2002
$109. Earrings $19

Once in a Blue Moon
Two strand necklace and
dichroic glass pendant with
pure silver moon goddess face.
Blue/turquoise dichroic, sea
opal and crystal beads,
interspersed with sterling
chain, sterling dragonfly,
sterling antiqued beads and
sterling star toggle clasp.
n2004 $99

Gypsy Turquoise
Turquoise and sterling
choker has large chalk
turquoise (stabilized) beads
with sterling antiqued beads
and sterling findings. Sterling
lobster clasp.n2005 $99

The Eyes Are On You
Ceramic Ethnic face
pendant on art glass. Face has
genuine faceted sapphire
eyes. Multi strand necklace
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Temple of Doom VI
Left::
Dichroic
(yellow-green) pendant with
ceramic and fine silver tribal
face strung with yellow
ceramic beads and olive
crystals, sterling bead caps
and toggleclasp. 18 in.
Middle:
Aqua
dichroic
pendant with filigree metal
design. Strung with genuine
turquoise bead, ss beads,
howlite. 18 in. Right:
Necklace has silver over
ceramic face on multi dichroic
pendant; 2 strand necklace
with large yellow turquoise
beads, black tourmaline and
aventurine beads silver beads,
button clasp.n1264-1262-850
$79
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Ethnic Brass and Art Nouveau graphic
Bronze multi strand
pendant with
and chain
crystals and
Gemstones Beads
Dichroic and Bronze
ethnic face pendant strung
with three strands. Brass,
pressed glass, crystals, yellow
turquoise beads and vintage
silk entwined around brass
chain and brass beads. Brass
handmade clasp 21 in.
Earrings are brass filigree and
chain, yellow turquoise, glass
and brass beads, gold plated
wires. 20 in.
nhg2110ehg2110
$29.00 (earrings)$125.00
(Necklace)

Pendant from original art
laminated and gold plated
frame with 3 strands of
amethysts, crystals and gold
plated chain. plated clasp.
17-19 inches nhg2307 $89.00

Floral art glass
pendant with
Turquoise-Coral-Sil
ver
Turquoise
and
coral
necklace with large red, aqua,
yellow glass pendant includes
large

natural chalk turquoise, chunk
coral and sterling silver beads
and additional vintage silver
beads. Plated clasp. 18 in.
nhg1223 $89.00
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Floral
Dichroic
Glass
Pendants
with
Gemstones
Left: Bronze
dichroic pendant
with
fused
flower.
Two
strands
amber
beads, crystals,
glass leaf beads
with
copper
clasp.
Right
Rainbow
Dichroic pendant
with
bright
orange/red/blue
flower
strung
with millefiori
and
crystal
beads, sea opal
leaf shaped
beads,
sterling
clasp. 18 in
$79.00
(Right)$79.
00 (Left)
nhg2029-30

Bronze and
Sapphire Face on
Dichroic Pendant
Large blue and multi
colored dichroic pendant with
bronze ethnic face on dichroic
dangle with lampwork and
glass, gemstone beads and
copper crafted clasp. Face has
genuine sapphire eyes. 21 in.
nhg2104 $79.00

Egyptian UFO link
bracelets
Whimsical, ethnic and
eclectic bracelets. Each is
unique and will not be
duplicated. B and D have gold
links. The others, silver.
$39.00 each
7.5 inches.
egyptianufo1
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Lunatic Fringe

Garnet-silver heart
necklace

Bronze moon face on
dichroic glass pendant with
brass findings, wooden and
handmade glass beads strung
on hand painted rayon strands
and six glass and crystal ab
dangles. 16-18 in. ties. n1903
$84

A pure silver heart is
outlined on garnet colored art
glass in this garnet and sterling
necklace. Garnet beads are
combined with red crystals
faceted beads. Art nouveau
sterling beads enhance the
look of old and new. n2003
$79

Azure Goddess
Blue dichroic pendant
with fine silver woman’s face
on partial memory wire with
six 2 inch crystal and ss bead
dangles. Silk Vera scarf
strands with ribbon connect
with ss hook clasp. 16-19 in.
n1901 $99

Goddess Group
Dichroic glass pendant
necklaces with fine silver
faces fused to rainbow glass.
Both necklaces have crystal
and sterling beads and clasps.
Left Necklace has sterling
chain, two strands with pearls
and sea opal beads, ss beads.
Right Necklace has sterling
beads with black jade and sea
opal beads, sterling beads. 18
in.n 1906-7 $99.

Victoriana Revival
Necklace has large brass
medallion on waxed cord with
genuine heart shaped amythest
dangles and large flourite
bead. Crystals are on cord.
May be tied to shorten. Fits
over head. Left earring has
brass component with crystals
and chain. Right earring has
brass component with crystals
and chain as well. Both
earrings have sterling silver
wires.nhg1917-e1916-7 $79,
L. $18, R $19
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Purple Ribbon Blitz
Nouveau Meets
Primitive
Vintage sterling silver
(large) pendant has fuschia
and green dichroic cabochon
in center. Strung with large
azurite round stone with
sterling fluted bead caps.
strung on hemp cord with
crystals, gemstone beads and
sterling s hook clasp. Earrings art nouveau pendant
have fluted sterling bead caps with pearl, gemstone
with quartz and crystal beads
and sterling beads
on sterling chain and sterling
wires.
About
2
in.
Art nouveau pendant with
long.nhg1920e1920 Necklace chrysacolla and glass leaf
$79 Earrings $18.
beads, yellow turquoise, 2nd
strand of light green glass
pearls. Sterling clasp. 18 in.
Earrings have sterling filigree
posts with yellow turquooise
and glass pearls with sterling
beadcaps.
Necklace $79 nhg2200,
e2201.
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drop earrings with
gemstones and glass
pearls
Lower left: Gold plated
filigree with glass pearls,
crystals and plated beads 3
drops. plated findings. Upper
left: Agate cabochon, glass
pearl and crystal drop, plated
findings. Upper right: Blue
lace agate and glass pearl,
chalcedony bead, crystal,
sterling beaded drops with
plated filigree. Lower right:
Black plated filigree with
mother of pearl shell and
crystal drops, steam punk
style. Left to right above:
$19, $29, $159, $13
ehg2202-2205

This
dichroic
glass
pendant has a profile face on a
ceramic base covered with a
layer of pure silver (99.9%)
with a small sapphire (2 mm)
for the eye. It is strung with
cube and round purple crystals
and attached to ribbon with
sterling beads. Sterling clasp
and findings.18 in. nhg1058
$49

Amethyst Victorian
Fantasy

Amethyst-Crystal
drops

Faceted amethyst drops
are combined with round
amethyst beads and glass ice
cube beads to give this
necklace
an
authentic
Victorian look. The period
theme is furthered by antique
silver beads and an art
nouveau leaf motif sterling
clasp. nhg1051 $119.00

Amethyst with green and
aqua crystal beads suspended
from sterling base with
sterling wires. Three drops
with 4 beads each. 2 inches.
ehg321 $19 earrings

Lots of
Dots
Silver
or
gold
link
bracelet
with
ten
dichroic
glass cabochons
of bright colors
with dichroic
polka
dots.
Secure fastener.
7 1/2 inches.
b1350-1403-13
39 $49 Each
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rose quartz, coral
and sterling art
nouveau necklaces
Art nouveau necklaces a la
alphonse Mucha. Left: West
End Review decal on art glass
with natural coral, sterling and
pearl beads. silver chain and
sterling clasp. 19 in. right:
Mucha decal on art glass
pendant with faceted rose
quartz drops and natural
amethyst
beads,
rose
quartz,mop donut beads and
sterling clasp. Decals are fused
with heat and coated to
protect.
$99 each
nhg2116-2117

Gypsy Dangles

Flower Power set

From left, Top row: 1.
Copper filigree drops with
glass, ceramic beads, copper
wires. 2. Red crystals dangle
from gold plated filigree
station. Gold plated wires.
Bottom row: 3.Fine silver wire
wrapped around faceted red
quartz supports multi red
crystal drops. ss wires.
4.Scarab bead, gemstone and
brass beads. Brass wire, plated
wires over steel. 5. Garnets,
crystals and gold filled wire
with long dangles, plated
earwires.
$19.00 Your Choice
e1002-52-63-1104-1721

Three necklaces with
gemstone and crystal beads.
All have sterling clasps. Each
has a custom flower graphic
fused to dichroic or art glass.
Approximately 16-18 inches.
$79.00 (Your choice)
nhg1016-748-1264

Victoriana Redux
Dichroic pendants are
wrapped
in
filigree
components. Left is gold
dichroic on black glass with
brass chain and long dangle.
Middle is aqua/blue dichroic
pendant on silver color filigree
with double double AB
crystlas.
Right
is
black-aqua-fuschia dichroic
on silver color filigree with
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crystal long drops. Right is
antique steel chain with crystal
drops. $49.00 each nhg1701-3

green and bronze
dichroic pendant
with gem beads
Large bronze and bright
green dichroic pendant with
chrysacolla, turquoise, agate
and copper beads and
components and copper chain
and clasp. nhg2330
$99
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Dichroic Pink and
Green Pendants
1. Hot pink dichroic
pendant with sailboat strung
with hot pink fresh water
pearls, gold plated beads and
clasp. 18 in $23 2. Green
dichroic
pendant
with
millefiori fused. strung with
glass multi and green beads,
gold plated beads and gold
filled clasp. 18 in $79
Earrings $15

nhg2302-2203

Multi stone-dichroic
glass neckplate

Le Rouge et Le Noir
- Millefiori beaded
and Red/Black
Necklace

Multi stone neckplate with
many dishroic cabochons and
beads, gemstones, crystals,
glass and seed beads in shades
of blues and greens, with some
bronze. Brass chain and clasp.
Adjustable. $119

Left necklace combines
red, black and rainbow
crystal glass beads and
pendant. Black aluminum
chain and sterling clasp.
Right is double strands of
red and white millefiori, red
coral and crystal beads,
with red flower in dichroic
rainbow glass. Sterling
beads and clasp.

nhg2313
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sterling wires and findings
$59.00 (Left)$79.00 and chain.
(Right) nhg2036-7
n1711-b1271-e772
18 in necklace, 7.5 in
bracelet
$15.00
Dichroic pendant and (Earrings)$25.00
blue-green crystal beaded (Bracelet)$49.00
necklace with blue dichroic (Necklace)$79.00 (Set)
cat. Necklace features blue,
aqua and AB crystals on
high strength flexible
coated wire with sterling
silver clasp. Bracelet is
dichroic glass on silver
links. Earrings feature

Cats in Blue
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Amethyst and silver with curved beads

Turquoise Beads
with Lady Face
Pendants
Rt: Red dichroic pendant
with fine silver lady face
strung with 3 strand turquoise
and seed beeds. Lampwork
glass and red quartz beads.
sterling beads and clasp. 20 in.
Lft: Green and turquoise
pendant with bronze lady face
strung with large round
turqoise beads, chalk turquoise
beads and magnesite beads,
multi strand seed beads.
Coral Petals
Copper and brass findings,
clasp. 18 in $79 (Left) $79.00
Clear and Red art Glass
(Right) nhg2015-6
floral pendant with fushia
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flower is strung with coral,
sterling and green leaf
aventurine beads, sterling
scroll leaf motif clasp. $79.00
nhg1200

art nouveau original
art pendant and 3
strand necklace
Large gold framed art
nouveau pendant with red
crystals and acrylic beads, 2nd
strand of pink pearls and
mother of pearl with gold
plated chain and gold filled s
hook clasp. 17-19 in
$79.00 nhg2309

1. Fresh water pearls strung with purple ab glass chips
and sterling curved beads, crystal rondelles and center
pearl. sterling beads and clasp. 18 in. 2.Large amethyst
beads, center bead faceted, sterling curved beads, amethyst
and glass chip beads, sterling clasp and beads. 18 in Left
$79 Right $99 nhg2305-6

Temple of Doom Series 7
Dichroic and art glass pendant with large brown ceramic face. large oval
chalk turquoise beads and agate spacers, sterling beads and clasp. Longer
earrings are turquoise/howlite drops on sterling chain with sterling beads. Short
earrings are turquoise and howlite drops with sterling beads. Short Earrings $10,
Chain earrings $19Necklace $109
nhg1079-e1815-e1818
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Protective Omens
II
Vintage Look
Victorian

bead caps with brass
chain. 18 in. $69 each
nhg2018-9
Y necklaces. Left:
Natural agate, yellow
turquoise, crysacolla with
base metal filigree findings
on brass chain. 18-19 in.
Stone dangles faced with
filigree. Right: Natural
malachite
beads
and
cabochon stone set with
gold plated filigree and
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Bronze Goddess in
Hot Pink
Bronze goddess face on
hot pink, yellow, multi
dichroic glass strung with
brass and clasp, red shell rings
and crystals. 18 in
$99
nhg1816
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turquoise
and
millefiori
earring
drops

Garnets Galore

Two strand necklace with
Left is copper/orange
many small, medium and
dichroic pendant with bronze
large natural garnets, gold
moon face and 2nd strand
vermeil (gold over sterling)
copper chain. Copper, jasper,
beads, bead caps and chain.
agate beads and copper clasp.
gold vermeil toggle clasp. 18
18 in. Right is bronze ethnic
in. Earrings: Gold hoops with
face on olive green dichroic
garnet drops and plated chain.
pendant, strung on 2 strands
nhg2001, ehg2001
with peridot, crystal and
earrings $28 Necklace
Turquoise and millefiori
aventurine beads, ss beads and beads. Turquoise cabochon $99
clasp. 18 in.
with sterling spacers and
nhg1611-1639
plated filigree. Plated wires.
$19
$99 each
e2124

